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I invited everyone in my

neighborhood to my house,
we had an enormous feast, and then I killed them and took their land. "
Jon Stewart
old-fashion-

way.

ed

Ga ifbmia fires caus Ohio anxieties
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incinAbove left, Pat Peshlakai from the Novato fire crew battles back flames outside Julian, Calif. Top right, Ellie Bell surveys the remnants of her
right,
Below
Novato
Mathew
home.
firefighter
Topping
at
fallen
firefighter Steven Packer's license plate
erated
places
a memorial at his firehouse (Photos by AP).
mother-in-law- 's

less widespread than is usual for a natural disaster.

Missie Bender
Editor in Chief
Locals of Southern California have
had a lot of waiting to do.
Since the natural disaster of wildfires
annihilated neighborhoods a week ago,
occupants of property in California
must wait until they are given safety
instructions to return back to their

.

homes.

Residents of California who are out'
of state have also been forced to wait;
the news coverage has been slower and

turned to
the Internet for more information,
where she was able to track the wildfires and get updates on what was going
on out west. Later that morning,
Sprague called her parents to make sure
everyone was safe.
"I just kept watching the evacuation
zone get closer and closer to my house,"
said Sprague, whose home was four
miles away from the evacuation zone.
Because of the meager coverage the
wildfires received in the Ohio press,
Sprague was forced to wait for more

mation," Sprague said. She

For one Wooster student, a lot of
time was spent waiting to hear the
news of these most recent California
wildfires. Katrina Sprague '09, who
lives in Santa Barbara, Calif., was in
her room a week ago when she
received a text message from her sister alerting her of the situation at
around 8 a.m.
"It was too early to call home
because of the time difference, so I
turned on the news but got little infor

detailed information.

"Most people at the College didn't
know about the fires." .Sprague said. "I
got most of (he InforriufiotTfrwif 3c':
Internet and then from my parents, who
I was later able to reach." Sprague noted
that she was unsure of the population of
people from Southern California who
attend Wooster, but that she knew it

wildfire demolished 210 homes, includ-'in- g
that of Sprague's childhood best
friend.
friends here at Wooster, and in return I
am giving a lot of supjxrt to my
friends

back home

in

Montecito,"

The source of last Thursday's fire
has been traced back to a handful of
college students who started a bonfire

Sprague said.
In Santa Barbara County, around
2,000 acres have been charred by the
flames. This wildfire spread to three
main Southern California locations,
including Montecito, Sylniar and

on some abandoned property. This

Anaheim.

was a small number.

Scots top Wittenberg 27-- 6 in last weekend's mud bowl
Holter's four touchdowns help football team beat hated rival
ances, from both the offensive and
defensive.
Senior Sports Writer
The game began with four relaSaturday concluded one of the tively uneventful possessions in the
strongest regular seasons for the start of the game before Wittenberg
when the team
football since 2004
put together a strong offensive drive
that brought the ball all the way to
went undefeated in the regular sealine.
the Scots'
son and captured the NCAC crown
However, a final pass for the score
before losing in the second round of
Was intercepted by Wooster's Hector.
the NCAA Tournament.
rival Clavijo '12.
defeated
Scots
The
This proved to be a
Wittenberg University in the rain
play as the momentum shifted to
and mud at John P. Papp stadium by
It was just the the Scots. They put together an
a margin of 27-- 6.
third Win for the Scots over extended push that took them all the
Wittenberg in more than 50 years way to the end zone.
ht
Austin Holter '10 picked up the
and was a
victory for
score with a nine-yar- d
run on the
the Scots.
The win gave the Scots a final first play of the second quarter, and
record of 2 overall and 1 NCAC, the ball was back to Wittenberg
enough for them to earn second again.
Following another push into
place in the NCAC behind Wabash.
Wooster
not
enough
territory, Wittenberg
However, it was sadly
coughed up the ball again. Wooster's
for the Scots tto receive an
defense snagged a second pass, this
bid for the' NCAA Tournament.
.The team learned Sunday that it time intercepted by Bryan Albani '10
Albani's
fifth interwould not be part of the
ception of the season.
field.
The big win was the result of a
See "Football," page 8
laundry list of outstanding perform

Johann Weber
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Dustin Sheppard '09 ran for 119 yards in his last collegiate game (Photo courtesy OPI).
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Editor Peter
Gernsheimer writes about
the Detroit automakers
bailout. See page 4 for the
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K Hope Bauman '12 expresses
her view that the College
should either start taking
Seminars seriously
or drop the program altogether. See page 3.
First-Ye-

ar

k
Council
LGBT
for
tolerance
panel on
issues. Read the full story on

Bafte of the Bands was held
last Saturday night in the
Underground in order to raise
funds for VHVs Save the
Music Foundation. Read more

page

on page 6.

Grainne Cariin writes about
Allies and Queers group hosting a

5.

Inter-Gree-

Sports Editor Sara Brown
recaps the swim team's competition last weekend against
Western Reserve
Case
University and John Carroll
University. See page 7.
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Emily Ryan

World leaders 'Group of 20' hold summit in D C.

LOCAL

This past weekend, world leaders met at the Group of 20
summit in Washington, D.C. to
address the growing economic
dilemmas that are affecting
countries air over the globe.
They discussed the importance of quickly enacting regulatory reform, shoring up global growth and implementing
constraints on protectionism.
The leaders pledged to take
specific steps to battle the
growing financial contagion,
but the effects of these steps
will, in a large part, be decided
by the incoming administration
Barack
of President-elec- t
of
Group
20 will
Obama. The
meet again in April 2009, a fact
that itself indicates it will play a
major role in the future of many

accident

Wal-Ma- rt

hospitalizes employees
Two employees' were sent to the
hospital this past Wednesday after a
bleach spill in a Dayton, Ohio
rt
store.
Butler Township Assistant Fire
Chief Steve Stein stated earlier in a '
press release that the spill consisted
of three gallons of bleach and that
the incident occurred near the store's
loading dock.
The spill happened at 6:30 a.m. and '!
safety precautions were taken but
employees reported concerns regarding their health and struggles with
breathing.
Two Wal-Ma- rt
employees were
treated at Good Samaritan Hospital.;
located in Dayton. No customers
reported being affected by the spill,
Wal-Ma-
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Mammoth resurrection
possible for $10 million
Scientists at the University of
Pennsylvania have determined that
it may be more plausible than previously thought to clone a living mam- moth for as little as $10 million.
Several new technological adhave
vances in
made this feat possible, including
technology for drawing DNA from
hair rather than hone marrow, a
technique which has already enabled
scientists to match much of the
eKtinct creature's genome.
If the project were attempted, a
fertilized elephant egg-ce- ll
would be
genetically modified at approximate- ly 50,000 different pi aces: then
injected into an elephant and carried
to term.
This technology could possibly be
adapted t'o clone a neanderthal as
well, though the ethical implications
would be a greater barrier.
genome-modificati-

on

issues.
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Senior to showcase zombie IS. at conference
Joe Besl studied (Shaun of the Dead, ' British class

j

i.

,

Editor in Chief
For most students independent study is an experience
that transforms 'mini il college kids into lurching, hollow- -

oi, however, it was' an experihim
to study zombies.
ence that allowed
Last year, the communications major chose to write his
eyed zombies.

Lor .loc liesl

Junior Independent Study analyzing the intersection of
British colonization and one of his favorite movies, "Shaun
of the Dead." Now, the project has taken him to San Diego,
Calif., where'he presents liis work at "tTiinTrrrrtmlJS'ational
Communication Conference held through Sunday, Nov. '23.
Besl, who was advised by ' Assistant Professor of
Communications Margaret Wick, titled his paper "Rhetoric
of the Living Dead: A Postcolonial Analysis of 'Shaun of
the Dead.'" His paper examines the various ways in which

V7

WORLD

.

w

postc.olonialism is reflected in the
film's characters and plot.
It was an investigation, he said
that evolved out of a love for the
film itself. "I wanted to write
about 'Shaun of the Dead' before
I knew what else I wanted
to
rite about," he said.
Directed by Kdgar Wright, the
'200 i film that provided the inspi- ration for the project is a parody
of the standard zombie-filfare
its name is a play on the hor- ror genre's classic "Dawn of the
Dead." The plot follows the life of
Shaun, a young man who must
repair a relationship with an old
girltnetul and resolve family
issues on top of battling a vicious
invasion of undead monsters.
and
The film's tongue-in-chehungry-for-braicharm was
captured accurately in its subtitle
tagline: "A romantic comedy.
With zombies."
When Besl returned to the
film, however, he saw more than
simple zombie comedy (dubbed
by its produc- ers). He also saw some postcolo-m

--

-

territory, particularly the pub in which they barricade
themselves near the film's end.
Besl also noted the emergence of "othering" in the film,
"Humans separate themselves from zombies just like
colonists separate themselves from the colonized to justify
violence," he said.
The parallels continued and eventually resulted in a proj-- w
ect that the communications department felt was exception- al enough to send to the San Diego conference. Usually,
about one student from the department is selected to attend
each year.
Still, for Besl, ..the project opened up opportunities that
expanded even beyond academia. "I really hope that the guys
who made the movie find out about it and invite me to hang
out with them," he said.
.
bie

-

-

Additional Reporting by Emily Ryan and Kate Vesper.
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Restrictions coming for
Canadian teen drivers
Canadian teens are not hanpv
about the newly proposed restrictions for gettjng a driver's license.
A bill was introduced on Tuesday
in the Ontario legislature which
would prohibit drivers 19 and
younger from driving with more
than one teenage friend.
The new bill would also enforce
any driver 21 or younger must obey
the zero
limit as well
as accepting the new consequences
for speeding. If they speed as
teenagers, their licenses will be suspended for 30 days, with additional
sanctions for repeated offences.
The government did release a
statement that stated family members would follow a different passenger rule.
Teenagers in Canada were outraged with the new bill, and more
than 3,500 students signed an online
petition against it.
blood-alcoh-
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Besl saw and explicated a
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iieiwcen mnv .1iini.se people r
colonized bv the British are nor- - L
trayed in texts written after the
colonial period and the reactions
of the British characters in
"Shaun of the Dead" to a zombie
invasion.
For instance, he saw that many
of the male characters in the film
were portrayed as slightly effeminate
"whereas colonizers
were usually men's men." An
attachment to the.. homeland
emerged as the main characters
struggled to maintain non-zo.
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Above left, Joe Besl '09 poses as a character from "Shaun of the Dead" (Photo courtesy Joe Besl). The movie, set in
England, was the subject of his Junior I.S., in which he discusses how the film's characters react to the effects of the zombie "colonization." Above right, the official movie poster for the U.S. release of the film (Photo courtesy

ShaunoftheDeadMovie.com).

Al Qaeda responds to
Obama's election

Do you

Terrorist organization
has released a video responding to
Barack Obama's election as president of the United States.
The video featured Al Qaeda
who
deputy Ayman
claimed that Obama's election would
change nothing.
The video message also asserted
that Obama's proposed withdraw
from Iraq amounted to American
surrender, and evoked black Muslim
activist Malcolm X, calling Obama a
"house slave."
Al
Lawrence
Qaeda scholar
Wright called the tape "a desperate
and ineffective strategy" to appeal to
African-AmericMuslims.

want to...

Al Qaeda
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programs feature innovative curriculum, experienced faculty, and flexible

scheduling.
Learn more about our
programs including MBA,
Executive MBA, MS in
Financial Engineering,

and Missie Bender

MA in Economics, MS in
Accounting, and Ph.D.

While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please

send your

VMtrwooster.edu.

corrections

to

graduate

degree in business is
within your reach. Kent
State's internationally accredited graduate business

Jonah Comstock
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Build up a resume?

Improve your skills?
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Then join the staff of the

Voce!

We're looking for copy editors
and writers for all sections,
starting immediately.
Contact:
Editors in Chief Missie Bender
Molly Lehman at

VOICEWOOSTER.EDU

and

SECTION EDITORS:

Voice

Ross Buchanan
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Cartoon drawn by Andy Kissinger. He can be reached at AKissinger10wooster.edu.
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Meal plan swipes going unused

il

To the Editor:

Charitable groups provide a solution

Around a month ago, a surge in non-l'pamphlets were scattered around
Lowry Dining Hall. With names such as "The Pan," these pamphlets were
quickly picked up and discarded, but not by students. Personally, I liked the
issues, and appreciated the variety in pamphlets. What is the legality of
l"
publications in Lowry? Can I start my own pamphlet if I think the Pot
is inadequate, or is there some rule that does not allow free speech in the form
of writing in Lowry?
ot

.

"non-officia-

Editor's liesfonse
The Wooster Voice did some inquiring on the subject. According to Director
of Student Activities Bob Kodda, everything that appears on tables in the student dining halls needs to be confirmed with Director of Hospitality Chuck
Wagers. He can be reached via email at cwagcrstVevv oostcr.edu. The Pan was,
e,
et
as far as Student Activities and our staff at the Voice is aware, a
flyer distributed in order to publicize an event, and was not intended to
replace The Pot.
The Pot, short for Potpourri, was originally instituted as a way to collect the
various announcements and advertisements that were beginning to clutter the
tables into one readable, entertaining pamphlet. The idea was to give everyone
an equal opportunity to advertise an event or organization. Student Activities
hires The Pot's editors and provides the funds for its printing.
Student Activities welcomes the suggestion of alternate publications or
content which could work along with The "Pot. The liaison with Po.t editors
would be Rachel Messenger, w ho can be reached at rmessengcrft' wnoster.edu.
If you're interested in distributing publications elsewhere on campus, it
becomes a little less clear. For most academic buildings, we'd recommend talking to the administrative assistants or heads of departments before leaving
pamphlets or other publications out for distribution.
one-she-

The Editors

The Wooster

Voice

1
At The Wooster Voice, we are faced with a difficult dual role. We must be stu
dents, and complete all of the accompanying tasks - we attend classes, write
papers, study for exams and so on. For the many seniors on staff, we work on

Independent Study projects and faithfully, if reluctantly, attend those weekly
I.S. meetings.
But we are also journalists, and must work hard to brainstorm, assign, w rite
and edit articles that are informative, interesting, fair and legitimate. The Voice
is a weekly publication, which means that we have little down time, and no
option of taking a week off to catch up on important other work. Producing the
Voice thus requires a delicate and often difficult balancing act.
Yet the paper is not the resultant effort of only one group of students. The
Wooster four represents the entirety of the student body. We are a fully student-ru- n
organization, which means that anyone can write for it, anyone can offer a
viewpoint or story idea, anyone can offer an editorial cartoon or photo.
We want to remind you, therefore, that our paper reflects not only the efforts
of our staff, who work extraordinary amounts of time to produce the paper, but
also the rest of campus. The 'wyv quality, relies on the people ve interview, the
people we photograph, and the people who do the things we report on as well
as our writers, editors and business staff.
We do our best to report accurately, fairly and vividly. But that also means
that we need your support and participation. Interview requests mean that we
want to hear from you, and want to share your achievements or participation
with others.
By the same token, we work to take fresh spins on old topics, to present certain elements of stories or feature students because we feel it offers an interesting perspective. We depend on your feedback when we undertake these journaland appreciate it when it's given.
istic endeavors
glance at the paper
or third or fourth
So don't hesitate to take a second
this week. It's not only our Voice, it's yours as well. Make it heard.
Mollv Lehman U Missie Bender
Editors in Chief

The Voice welcomes letters to
the editors!

C-31- 87,
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FYS class should be all or nothing
student at
If you're a fust-yeThe College of Wooster, professors
frequently tell you to "write what
ar

.

cessful argument
but he is not the
only FYS professor.
Most of my classmates have what

you know."

we all refer to

Since my college experiences thus
far have been somewhat limited, the
a 11 oniy
Illlllg to
(L
write about is

where the pro
fessor does not
care about the
class or believe
in its impor- tance, ami tran- the
sitively
students take

...

.

si
V.v
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rir.tv.:ir

ve mi

more comliar
monly referred to
as FYS.

school
The
designed
the
class as a writing intensive course
to write on a
that teaches first-yeaand
utilize the
level
to
college
However,
the
College's resources.
is
inconsissomewhat
entire seminar
tent because of the lack of enthusiasm among faculty members as well
as varyiiig opinions over whether or
not the course should even exist.
My FYS, although packed with
lots of work, is wry helpful.
Professor of Physics Donald Jacobs
teaches my class how to navigate the
library shelves and to write a suc
n

hopi-;baumn-

rs

,,r

il
iul;f
l he inconsis- '

tent intensity
each
between
first-year- 's

course

written?
I say either go big or go home. Take
the professors who think it is worthas a "joke" class,
while and have them teach the courses
and leave the.
others behind,
intensi- or get rid of the
Tlie
altoseminar
ty between each firstgether because
the education we
year's cOUPSt' sllOWS
J
receive fails to
SOHie people
Or should provide some of
us with the tools
I say, some professors
that
i
others
J

inconsistent

that

are for the idea, while
.
,
,
some are less enthused.

shows
that some peo
ple
or should I say, some professors
are for the idea, while some
are "less enthused."
So, what should the College do?
Hid itself of the pesky seminar that
we all hate to love, or love to hate? Or
keep it and forcefully make both professor and student educate each other
on how a college paper should be

Have a knack for

dra wing, graphic art
and delivering devastating witticisms ?
The Wooster Voice is interested in

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and
must 'arrive to the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday
before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact
information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right
..
to edit and hold letters.
to
Please send letters via
Letters can also be sent by camThe JVooster Voice, The College of
pus mail to
e-m-

organizations have been working to find a solution. The
leaders of the
charity program Soup and.
Bread have promoted an arrangement in which students
may donate meal swipes to charity. This provides students a way to clear extra meal swipes while making a
charitable contribution. Perhaps our additional meal
swipes could be donated via a program like this one.
This is a solution for excess meal swipes. But what of
Flex Dollars? Both Wooster Volunteer Network (WVN)
and Ubuntu (a student-ru- n
organization which focuses
on AIDS awareness and other public health issues) are in
the process of developing a plan. They hope to partner
with Hospitality staff at Mom's Truck Stop to donate
unused student Flex Dollars. This could act as a
fun'draising mechanism which would allow for these
groups to buy needed supplies to be donated to their
respective causes.
We had both originally' planned on buying multiple'
drinks and snacks with extra Flex Dollars, but we feel
that working for a more charitable outlet to be put into
place is a more appropriate way to utilize these funds
which would go to waste otherwise. Although you have
the option to buy Pringles and Vitamin Water in bulk
from Mom's, or stock up on Coke Black and chicken
money.
We understand this is the first semester where two croissants at Old Main, donating meal swipes and Flex
Dollars is a great way to contribute to the global commeal plans have been offered and it is a system we are all
from students to administrators
still getting used munity at little personal cost.
to. The question still remains, however: what does the
Grace Lynch is Business Manager for the Voice. She can be
College plan to do w ith the leftover money, and can stureached for comment at GLynchon(a,ivoosteredu
have
dents
an input?
is
have
it
contributor for the Voice. He can be
We believe students should
Ezra Kashas is a first-tim- e
input because
EAlaskasOi)(w,iuooster.edu.
reached for comment at
ours to give. As the semester comes to a close, student
'

John McGovern '12

four-pag-

As two Wooster students with two different meal
plans, at the end of this semester we are still both left
with one unanswered question.'
What are we going' to do with leftover meal swipes and
.';
Flex Dollars?
Together, we have $17.r in Flex Dollars ami '200 meal
swipes. Since they do not roll over into
the next semester, we obviously are
not going to use all these by the end of
the term.
What's more, if two students have
this much left over, how much would
the entire student body have? We
assunic that- other students have,
excess meal-pla- n
currency as well.
This surplus has the potential to go to
waste if a system is not implemented
A
to deal with this dilemma.
While .the new meal plan Options
provide students slightlv more liberties in food choices, it leaves us with a
glut of swipes and Flex Dollars
t;,:'!,if.'!Sl',JS
and that glut represents a lot of

.

g-'aci.'lyn-
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Editor

Managing

finding new perspectives and fresh
artwork for its lineup of
editorial cartoons.

learn.

Granted,
if
Wooster choos
es to get rid of
the FYS coursit
es,
risks bringing upon the "sink
or swim" mentality to first-yeacademics.
But if the school cannot fully commit to a program, then why have it?
ar

Hope Bauman's first editorial for the
be
She
Voice.
reached
at
can
HBauman 1 2uiioster.edu.

Got an opinion?
Want to have 1,750 copies
of it published and
distributed?
The Wooster Voice wants to
hear your opinion on campus,
national or global issues.

Students interested in writing

Viewpoints editors at

should contact the Voice
Viewpoints editors:

voiceviewpointswooster.edu

voiceviewpointswooster.edu

or our Photos editors at

pgernsheimer09wooster.edu
or rbuchananwooster.edu.

If you're interested, contact our

voicephotoswooster.edu
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The Wooster Voice

Complacency dangerous Beall Ave. construction blessing
Geometry shows diagonals are best

Tlu' election season has finally clearing the wreckage left like so
ended, and now begins tin- real work, much rotting flotsam by the
the difficult, frustrating struggle ing resident. (Good riddance.)
that lies ahead of us. .lust because
There is no denying the historicity
there is finally, at long last, a ray of of election week; Let there be no
light from above doesn't mean we're denying the power of the. American
no longer at the
people to do the .needed work that
bottom of a deep will make this nation a light unto
hole, looking up. others, a decent place in which to '
Propelling Barack live, and to build on the successes of
Obaina
to the social movements at home and
House abroad, so that our own hopes and
White
has not effected dreams can become the ways and
alexcacioppo
chanire; it's simply means for the electorate at large.
the first step on a long, long path of The world is watching. One man
progress and absolution.
cannot do it alone, and we must Jiot '
is have any illusions that powerful
Once the
over and we all sober up, we will forces joS resistance and -- reaction
awake to the realization that there don't await him in the corridors of
are so many things to do, so many power in Washington.
Another problem is that 48 per- problems to address, so many issues
so
and
to confront
many promises to cent of the population did not vote
keep. My hope is that the youth of for Obama, so we must be' mindful
this country who x helped propel that no matter the goal at hand pr
Obaina to the White House will not within reach he is president of all
fall into foin- the
people.
but,
Hubris is dead.
placency
1 am not willinstead, really
the
hope is
work to make
ing to let Obama
this country-- . simply lead, the
this country the
land it should
rest to follow
who helped propel
with blind faith,
be, to not betray
Obama to the
because we must
our founders, to
fulfill our birththe power
House will not fall into realize
we have in our
right and hold
own hands and
our newly ascomplacency but
cendant leadertake control of
instead really work to our destinies,
ship accountable
together.
to the people.
make this
We are the
Already, the
land it should be.
change agents.
establishment
The temptation
commentators
to throw up our
prattling
are
about how the president-ele- ct
must hands and disengage from activism
not be captive, to progressives and now that "the right man" won i., as
foolish as it is selfish.
their wicked designs.
Above all, let us constructively criThat's hogwash. It's more likely
that Obama will be captive to the tique, challenge and push the new
entrenched interests of militarism
president to do right by us and, by
and corporate power, though it is virtue of our empire, the entire
within our means to push him to take world. Yes, we can.
humane, sensible stands.
First, he is going to have to do Alex Cacioppo is a Chief Copy Editor for
the Voice. He can be reached for comment
something to stanch the hemorrhagand,
crunch
later,
credit
begin
atACacioppo09wooster.edu.
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It is a tragedy that Beall Avenue
will only be under construction lor
an entire year.
Sure, a lot of people have been

;

complaining about the road work.
Water has occasionally been cut off
to some ot the
buildings on campus, the construction crews nearly
ruptured a gas
line, et cetera.
But rather than
rossbuchanan
com pi a i n'i n g ,
Wooster students should be rejoicing
at the tremendous advantages
bestowed upon us by the roadwork.
For the first time in our college
careers, we are able to walk across
the street whenever we wish. .
No longer do we have to waste
precious seconds while waiting for a
safe .'moment to cross the street. No
more do we have to listen to the tiresome chirping of the crosswalk signal that would only change to "Walk"
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My
youth of

with

forcefully defending his decision to
keep the $700 billion bailout for banks
and not lend any
to homeowners,
the
original
source of the
has

entire

financial

criis,

sending
more money to
large
corporabefore
tions
the
assisting
worker
might
not sit well with
the
American

first is obviously

But the $25, billion Detroit is asking
for should Ix.- granted. It is not an issue
alxnit the economic effects of the collapse of one of America's most important industries or even an issue of the
unemployment on the individual level
that would result from such a collapse.
It is an issue of restructuring a major
player in the environmental politics of
today and helping to finally confront
some of America's biggest problems
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I londa had
the insight to manufacture dedicated
which has
hybrids cars like the I'rius
sold with amazing success to Income
one of the most xpular brands on the
American companies
road today
continued to push for more SUVs and
against regulations for improved gas
niileage. It took Congress two tries to
even pass a law alxnit increasing the
average gas consumption for a car company's fleet, and the goal was set at 35
miles per gallon by 2020, a goal that is
incredibly meager considering that the

exo-plane- ts,

,
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stienrl

would be put to

I was really hoping to see an increase in attention paid to
space exploration during this election cycle. More and more,
space programs are going to need to be a national security
issue. No longer is the United States competing with just
Russia and the former Soviet Union. In 2003, China became
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the third country to put a man into space. They also have
programs in place to develop and produce a space station of
their own. Japan and Pakistan are also moving forward to
"' "'.' '. '11!
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Brian Frederico is a regidar contributor to the Voice and can be
reached for comment at BFrederico09wooster.edu.
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"Man.
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.Isn't

someone

to have
'schematics' of the pipes
or something? I had friends
in 'that dorm. . "
supposed
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hope for American
automakers to become key players
again in the automotive world. Cars
like Chevrolet's Volt, a car that has the
ability to run entirely on electricity and
then switch to gasoline when needed, is
a step in the right direction. But in
order for these business ventures to be
successful, these companies need
money and Detroit seems willing to do
anything, even care about the environment, to get it.
is

;
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exo-plan-

increases.
.

Not only would
bailout
money

that Earth is finite. There is a limited
amount of space for living (despite what my drives through
the Midwest lead nie to believe). States have already and
will continue to fight over territory and take new areas to
ease overcrowding. Eventually, there's just not going to be
enough room for everyone, especially with the global population expanding so rapidly.
The other obvious problem is resources. The oil isn't
going to last forever. Neither is fresh water nor fuel nor metals. Eventually we're going to need to turn our eyes to new
resources and sources of energy and the exciting part is that
it's all there for the taking. Now, I'm not advocating that we
start hoarding the solar system's resources, but we need to
be aware that not everyone is going to be willing to share if
they beat us there. The fact is, Earth is eventually going to
be unable to support the
size of our popula-tio- n.
That's going to require the harvesting of space for
resources and the colonization of suitable planets.
Unfortunately, we don't have a whole lot of selection in
our own solar system. The only other terrestrial planet in
the system that wouldn't instantly melt any human setting
foot on it is Mars. However, Mars lacks a sufficient atmosphere, which means the air is not breathable and the planet
is not fully protected from meteorite impacts.
The only
water found thus far exists at the poles and would need to be
laboriously harvested. Both Venus and Mercury are far too
close to the Sun to host human colonies without massive
efforts to protect them from radiation exposure and violent
weather. For now, Mars is the only logical choice, and NASA
predicts manned missions to Mars in approximately 2037.
Human colonies would still be half a century or more
beyond that.
et
The
search continues and great progress has
been made ever since the first discovery in 1995. However,
the technology has not advanced enough for us to locate
Earth-size- d
terrestrial planets just yet. I hope that in coming years, we can be economically secure and not fear the retribution of radical fundamentalists and madmen in charge of
stockpiles of nuclear weaxns. I hope we can once again
turn our gaze beyond the petty disputes here on Earth and
toward the future to which humanity is inexorably marching
ever-increasi-

planet's surface, despite initially having only a mission time
frame of six months. On Nov. 13, 2(K)H, the I lubble telescoX!
took the first visible light photo of the planet Foinalhaut
orbiting another star 25 light years away. This is a great step
forward in the search for
of which scientists
have thus far identified 326.
However, the United States' ability to return to space w ill
be postponed by several years.1 The shuttle fleet is nearly 30
years old, and only three of the origninal five shuttles
remain. The Challenger was destroyed shortly after liftoff in
19M, leaving just Endeavor, Discovery and Atlantis. The
shuttles are due to be retired in 2010 and the new Orion vessels aren't due for launch until 20 1J. For a period of four
years, the only way to reach orbit and the ISS will Ix." the
Russian Soyuz ships. NASA has been kicking around the idea
of using the shuttle program until 2015. However, with the
surviving shuttles aging, the risk for another disaster

;

needs to take place for
to Ix? successful.

companies like Toyota and

Space Station and began making repairs and expanding the
facility to accommodate more astronauts. Meanwhile on
Mars, the rovers Spirit ami Opportunity are still roaming the
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Part of the reason Detroit suffers so
much today is because of its disregard

There

me explain

some great successes.. Tragically, the shuttle Columbia was
destroyed in February 2003, and all seven astronauts aboard
were killed. Despite the disaster, the shuttle program continued- and, recently, Endeavor docked with the International

!

directly.

for the emerging trends of the environmentally ' conscious consumer. While

.

why ! think space explo
ration needs to be a major concern.
The NASA program has been having some trouble but also

large vehicles, the
billions Congress

these-conipanie-

Beyond national pride, the exploration and eventual colonization of space offers solutions to critical problems. The

threat of terrorism, but let

ever-prese- nt

conditions that force Detroit to live up
to stricter environmental standards,
these changes would also make the car
companies better businesses. Many of
Detroit's problems that arose from the
economic crisis and slowdown in consumer sending came from the fact that
no one wanted their gas guzzling vehicles. An environmentally motivated
bailout has the potential to move their
business closer to the wants of the consumer, which is the change that really

-
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NASA programs weren't an issue, rarely
mentioned on any campaign trail, not
even mentioned in the debates. Nothing.
Now, I know we're facing an economic crisis and two foreign wars, plus the
brian frederico

.

the future."

torial without talking politics, okay, you're undefeated so far.
In this election, I couldn't believe that

ha-pe-

J'

allow the government to make

e.
x-opl-

off in

Nancy Tinoza '12
"It's dangerous because if you're
walking at night you might fall into
a hole. They should put lights
,
along the road."

launch manned flights and further explore the solar system
and beyond. There are a host of new competitors on. the
scene and whose activity we can't ignore.

unnecessarily

Kdtust

a hassle now, but

like

should pay

it
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move away from

would

seems

"It

w

technology exists for that today.
It is not surprising that Detroit was
reluctant to make expensive changes to
their business models. Before the gas
crisis last summer, SUVs were selling
well and environmental regulations
were just an annoying buzz at the
periphery of policy. Now, while the
CEOs of these automakers basically
grovel at the feet of senators, the
United States government has an
unprecedented opportunity to finally
change the way these companies do
business for the betterment of the envi- ronment. As long as the money is given
with important preconditions that
sxak to the needed for better fuel econ- omy, new clean
technologies like
govelectric and a

the United States
an unpreceernment
dented opportunity td
finally change the way
these companies do busi- ness for the betterment
of the environment.
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Indeed,

Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson

the Voice.

Normally,
write about whatever in the political world
happens to catch my interest, but this week I thought I'd try
something new. One of my little-knon side interests
to be astronomy and space exploration.
For those of you w ho said I couldn't go an entire Voice edi-

."

petergernsheimer

busi

nesses?"

Editor for
He can be reached for comment
at RBuchanan09wooster.edu.
Ross Buchanan is a Vieufoints

At NASA, space for improvement

Chance to better business

struggling

e
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Automakers ' bailout
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Casey Henry '11

Zack McBrlde '09
"I like how Beall is shut
down so we don't have to
worry about jackasses."

,
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Now that we can cut a diagonal,
however, simple math reveals that
this distance can be reduced to a
mere 600.333 feet, yielding a total
reduction of nearly 20 feet in distance walked.
That 20 feet might mean the different, between being late for your
9:30 a.m. class in Severance Hall, and
just barely making it on time.
Plus, it pays off in the long run: if
you walked this diagonal route at an
average of a little over once per day,
you would cut a half mile off your
total walking distance over the
course of just one semester.
The perfect Beall construction
project would permanently remove
the street from the heart of campus.
But that's not going to happen, so we
should enjoy this construction while
it lasts.

L

country the

General Motors, sat on Capitol Hill
this week, pleading deserately for billions of dollars to help bail out their
lailin ig companies, it was difficult not
to ask oneself,
should
"Why
: these
businesses
7
money
)
x
.'. receive
above all the other

.

What do you think of the construction going on around Beall Avenue?.

White

As the head's of America's Big Three
auto manufacturers, Ford, Chrysler and

after everyone had already crossed
the street.
Another- advantage that remains
unrealized by much of the student
body is that our newfound freedom is
not limited to taking the shortest
possible distance from one side of
the street to the other. Thanks to the
almost nonexistent traffic flow, we
can now cross the street at a wide-ang- le
diagonal. :
As every geometry student should
know, crossing the street at a diagonal is vastly more1 efficient than
walking along the side of the street,
crossing the street at a right angle
and then continuing to walk along
the street.
The length of Beall Avenue from
East Wayne to East University is
around 1,200 feet, and the width
road can be estimated at about 20
feet. .This, means' that if you were to
walk halfway down Beall and then
walk straight across at the center,
you would walk 620 feet.

.

Peter Gernsheimer is a Viewpoints editor

and can be reached for comment at
I'(iern.sheimer09wooster.edu.
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"Yesterday construction
crews working on Beall hit
a pipeline and incidently
blew up Douglass Hall..."

VY

Cartoon drawn by Andy Maloney. He can be reached atAMaloney09wooster.edu.
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Two campus groups work together to promote tolerance
Allies and Queers host Inter-Gree-k
Council vanel on LGBT issues
M
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Students mingle at Allies and Queers' Greek panel (Photo by Dylan Takores). Allies and Queers informational bulletin board (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
The discussion was led
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Grainne Carlin
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tative from A

Rush season is almost at its end, and
soon prospective brothers and sisters
will be deciding if and where they

belong in the Wooster Greek community. Many different aspects will be
considered, including how accepting
each group is to a variety of lifestyles.
Allies and Queers wanted to make
sure that students, particularly those
attending the rushes, understand that
Wooster's Greek community is
and completely

ed

open-mind-

non-discriminat-

ory.

To help inform people about these
issues, A & Q held a panel with the
Inter-GreCouncil about the position and treatment of lesbians, gays,
bisexuals and transgendered individuals in the Greek community this past
ek

Monday.

being intolerant of lesbians, gays,
bisexuals and transgendered people.
We know that is not the case at
Wooster and we wanted to get that
message out there."
The panel consisted of V2 members,
five boys and seven girls, who all put

by a represen-

k

Q who asked questhe discussion, and the

introduced themselves and said which
campus group they were members of
First, multiple questions were asked,
beginning with, "In what ways do you
see your Greek group as accepting
LGBT people?" This was followed by
questions such as "How would your
group handle a

tions to start
chimed in
Greek representatives
whenever they had something to contribute.
A & O Vice President
Kmily
Neumann 0!) said
nun,btr
that this is the sec"There-are-snB
manv
ond year, that A & y
out during pledglesbians, gays, ing?" and "What
a
has organized
panel with the IGC.
improvements
and
We can
Primarily, the memyour group
bers of A & Q want
make
to become
is
know
and
we
case at
more accepting?"
to branch out and
message
Drushal menencourage a change
in the more isolated
that the
tioned
Emily Neumann '09
Inter-Gree- k
conway the group has
Vice President of Allies and Queers stitution states
existed in the past.
that
anybody,
The group felt
forth their points of view on certain whether biologically male or female, is
they could better communicate' and
I'i
free to rush any group. So a biological
Kappa president
integrate into the larger student body 'questions.
"09
said
Fdmisson
that
male who personally identified as a
by hosting more events that are open
Stephanie
weekbe
the
panel
because
just
she
on
rather
than
their
woman and wanted to rush a tradito anyone,
to
has always been interested in LGBT
ly meetings.
tionally
group would be eli"I
welcome
and
issues.
wanted to help educate the gible
to do so.
The aims of the panel were not one&
sided, though; A
O members hoped
The Epsilon Kappa Oniicrons
campus about how LGBT issues play
(EKOs) added that this year they are
to benefit the Greek community as
outj in Greek life."
The discussion was casual; all attenrewriting their constitution so that
well. Neumann said, "There are so
dees (including
membership will be open to anyone
many stereotypes of Greek groups

stereotvoes of Greek
groups being intolerant of
bisexuals
transgendered people.
Wooster
that not the
wanted to get that
out there."
o

slit-wante-

The original idea for a panel quickly
turned into a discussion circle, a more
intimate and comfortable setting for a
serious topic. A member from each
club and section was present, along
Ali.
with the IGC's
Drushal '09 and Dierre Taylor '09.
co-preside-

nts,

d

all-fem-

non-representati-

ale

ves)

who identifies as a woman, regardless
of biological sex.
The major point that each represen-

tative' agreed on was that at Wooster,
the Greek life is so small and diverse
that the sisterhood and brotherhood
bonds are particularly strong, and if
someone within a given group were to
come out, everyone would be respectful and .supportive.

George Myatt

'II, member of both

Xi Chi Psi and A & Q, said, "I know
that if someone in our group were to

section would
greet them with open arms and be like
'we still love you' and go on with their
lives. The person is still the same."
EKO Michelle Lydcnbcrg '09 said,
"You always have the backs of your
sisters, no matter what."
During the panel, the A k Q participants also wanted to inform all members of the campus community about
sexual health features that are not
by students. A
especially
well
a new sexualroom
as
as
resource
ity support network are both available
for peer counseling for anyone seeking
help or advice regarding an issue
related to sexuality.

come out the entire

well-kno-

wn
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Young alumna profile: Maureen Hanlon '08 campaigns in Mo.
"WW

IT

FT" 1. J1
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Hanlon, a political science major who
had already incorporated Obama into
her Senior Independent Study, quit her
jobs and left her new home behind to
become a field organizer for the
Barack Obama Missouri Campaign
For Change.
Her job involved organizing events,
making phone calls and even
approaching strangers in a
campaign. Rural Missouri was a
far cry from Ann Arbor, Mich., or even
Wooster. But along with providing
substantial background knowledge
about the candidate she was supporting and the political system she would
be working in, Hanlon noted that
completing her Independent Study
taught her how to manage her time,
invest herself completely in a project
and really see it through. The discishe developed
pline and
in the process helped enable her to
dive right into a leadership position
with confidence and enter into unfamiliar territory with ease.
Like Independent Study, Hanlon's
job was unconventional in that it was

Fortunately, Maureen Hanlon '08
was willing to try" her hand at an
unconventional and challenging experience that provided a refreshing
example of how someone can move
away from home, bypass grad school
(at least for now), directly apply that
degree and do something
that will prove more beneficial than
plans.
many traditional
When I lanlon, a Mich, native, graduated, she moved to Maine, where she
worked multiple jobs and lived with
friends from the College. "I haven't
been home for more than two weeks
since I was 19," she said. Hanlon was
only '20 when she graduated, but
that if anything, "It gave me a
feeling that I had extra time." Rather
than use that as an excuse to be lazy,
though, lanlon opted to take a chance
on a leadership opportunity.
While she was living in Maine,
Hanlon's friend and fellow Wooster
alumnus Rob Dible '07 called to tell
her he was going to work on Barack
Obama's campaign in Warren County,
Mo. and see if she wanted to come.
just-earn-

ed

door-to-do-

post-colle- ge

she-sai-

d
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Maureen Hanlon, Sen. Claire McCaskill, volunteers
Maryanne Colter and Amie Drey (Photo courtesy Maureen Hanlon).
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Abby Gordon
Features Editor
It happens every year: winter comes
classes get far more
intense and students start coming
down with the "What The Hell Am I

on abruptly,

Doing Here?" bug. Be it apathy or
intimidation, grad school or a dull job,
there's something in thinking about
the future to make pretty much any
student's skin crawl. Looking at
young alumni for guidance could
either alleviate or magnify these fears.

or

self-relian-ce

Library spreads gift of literature

finite from the beginning. She devoted
her time and energy to making the
campaign as successful as possible for
,
the duration, and when it was over,
confused
to
what
she felt more
as
to do with herself than when she
graduated. But unlike
nerves, these nerves came with a serious sens( of accomplishment, essential life skills and impressive, varied of
experience within her field.
Hanlon is considering looking for
more political work, going to grad
school or going to law school. She has
no intention of being idle, but at the
moment she does have time to relax a
little and think her options through at
her own pace.
Less than a year after graduating,
she has been able to make good use of
the work she did during the stressful,
I S. process that seniors tend to dread. More importantly,
it helped her become an organized
worker and an independent thinker,
two qualities that can help .someone in
any profession wrestle a challenge and
come out on top.
she-said-

post-colle-

ge

all-encompa-

ssing

Lining up for South Asia cuisine

Oren Riback
Voice Staff
If you've been in the library this
week, you probably noticed the
addition of a pine tree in the lobby. The

r

off-be- at

tree w as put up on Monday, Nov. 17 to
mark the beginning of the 1th annual
Giving Tree donation program, a joint
effort by employees of the College's
1

.

1

.1

libraries and local service group Veople
to People Ministries to promote literacy
and enthusiasm for books in underpriv-

il

:

ileged youth.
All members of the community are
invited to donate new books for

teenagers and children. This year, the
coordinators have said they particularly
need books for teenagers, though children's books are always welcome.
Donations can be made at the circulation desks in both Gault and Andrews
Libraries during regular library hours
through Tuesday, Dec. '2.
has ended,
Once the donation
ill distrily-ut- e
w
Ministries
People
People to
local
comthe
books
throughout
the

Donor card on Library Giving Tree (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).

munity. Kvery year, they invite

The idea lor the tree was originally
conceived of and agreed iixm during a
library staff meeting, and the staff still

d

jx-rio-

financiall-

the Wooster
y-strapped
parents
community to find Christinas gifts tor
their children in v arious charitable collections, including the (Jiving Tiee;
in

In addition to joining the library's
dibi ts, iiicihIhts of People to People
work during this time to help allocate
donated meals to families in need. The t
(Jiving Tree program ends on Dec. 2 to
ensure People to People Ministries is
able to successfully organize and complete the distribution process in time for

her husband Mike run

a

I

Christmas tree

farm, so they donate a Giving Tree to
the library each year.
Since the program ends after

Thanksgiving break, anyone going
home for the holiday has the opportunity to gather appropriate unused books
that family memliers might have.

Christinas.

Library
manages the program.
Sue
Dunlap
and
Preservations Manager

hhr additional information about

the

Giving Tree program, please call
or visit The College of
ouster's
Gault
or hulreics Library durtl
S.iO-J63-2-

ing business hours.

MS

Once again, the South Asia Committee (SAC) offered
the campus community a chance to experience elements of foreign culture, this time through a dinner
catered by the
event featuring exotic cuisine
Cleveland-base- d
that
restaurant Jaipur Junction
many Wooster students consider traditional fare. The
South Asia Dirtner was held at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 14
in Westminster Church' House, Mackey Hall (Photo
courtesy Sangeeta AsreJ.
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Battle of the Bands saves the music at UG

Section editors:
patrick hughes
Maggie Donnelly

a

I

Every year it seems that it comes
earlier and earlier, but. come on
this is just getting ridiculous.
With the wrappers barely off of my
(store-boug- ht
candy
Halloween
because I've been told that trick-o- r-

1

1

.

I
i

i

treating

'

as a

2'2-ye- ar

old is just
plain creepy), I
!
watch on my TV
x
as a happy little
V
family sits In
'
C
living
their.:
- ft r
patrickhughes room, sips on
.
'
H
hot cocoa and
I
thumbs their way through a Bible-size- d
catalogue of children's toys for
Christmas.
A roaring fire has been set ablaze
in
the background of the scene,
variety of music.
I w hile
an invisible handbell orchestra
W'ooster Hand had bagpipes,
serenades the parents and 2..r chilAmish Dread took a Jamaican spin
acid-rocdren with the joyous sounds of
and SIDS was described as
hymnal reverie.
SIDS also added some humor to
It's the day after Halloween.
the show by dressing- up as Britney
The impregnable tsunami of holiSpears-csqu- e
school girls to perforin.
All of the bands were
Wooster bands rock out to their music and support VH1's day advertising has begun.
one
It makes me want to place-kic- k
by the crowd.
Save the Music Foundation at the UG for Battle of the Bands of Santa's elves.
"The crowd went nuts when Red
on Saturday, Nov. 15. (Photos by Jesse Allen).
-- Why is it,
that every year we
Wire started playing! It was clear
are forced to be subjected to an
judges.
Batryek Tenorio '11 passionately
that they were a crowd favorite," said
Michael" MacN'eill '11.
Red Wire was the proud 'winner
onslaught of holly jolly
that the night was
claimed
bullcrap w rapped up in commercial- of this year's Battle of the Bands.
The event itself was fairly well "Debauchery at its best!"
ism and cellophane?
"We were all hugging and jumpAll of the bands that performed were
attended and people came and went
Let me go on the record to say that
based ing up and down. We were ecstatic!
judged
,
throughout
I am in no way a Scrooge McDuck
I couffln't have guessed the winner.
on a popular
the night.
crowd went nuts 'when
when it comes to the annual yuletide
All of the bands did a really great
All of the
system and also
festivities.
said
the
job,"
Wadleigh
'10,
Allison
actual
hail Red
by
bands
playing!"
I love Christmas. I'm not Jewish,
drummer.
Redwings'
and
judges.
energy
Michael MacNeill '11
I also love Hanukkah. In that
but
student
a
was
positive
u
very
they seemed
There
St dents
vein, I love Kvvanzaa and Tet as
same
indicates
Battle
of
that
that
donated
hmncy response
to be lia ing a
I love them all.
well.
be
in
continued
should
Bands
box
the
of
to the
great time.
There's
just something about the
and
liked
future
band
a panel of
best
they
years.
The musicians 'were jumping olf the
of December holidays,
raised
$1S()
to
jamboree
stall' judges also provided' their input.
The campus event
tl)e stage and rocking out to their
which
warm
me that age-ol- d
gives
Save
the
Music
donate to VIM's
The winner was' decided by deterow irrespective music.'
that
sensation
and
the
fun
and
a
fuzzy
feeling,
tin1
also provided
Foundation
There was a lot of dancing' by the mining which hand had won both
for
unmonth,
the
this
music
stars
one
just
crowd which turned into a very most money from the students and and entertaining evening of
in
and
the
aligned
that everything
also the most votes from the faculty at the College.
active inosh pit.
is
in
universe
its place.
exactly
This year, though, that tender feeling is 'gone, and in its place there is a
gaping void of overindulged dissoAs a shot lifted from
"Mills heyday.
nance in 'our society. My figgy pud"(loldfmgcr," a naked beauty, covered
ding has gone rancid and the
in oil rather than gold, accurately
Christinas goose has been struck
depicts, it is. in many senses, a much
w ith av ian flu.
more serious place.- Bonds lack of
Sure, I could easily blame this on
intimacy with "Ouantuin's"
the big corporations marketing camBond (iirl (Olga Kuryleiiko) shows
paigns raping the holiday season of
culthe concern of an AIDS-awaeverything it truly stands for, but to
ture, and Greene's plot to steal nedo that would make me a liar.
ither gold or w eapons but Water
I love consumerism.
I love capitalexemplifies the strife, of the Third
ism. I love greed and the lust for
World countries.
material goods.
Frankly, Foster is debauching the,,, ' Most importantly, I love, getting
franchise by attempting to make Bond " presents.
"'
socially acceptable; but either way,
The act of running into the living
only the viewing public can be blamed
room on Christmas morning and fer-- !
for his lack of fun. The same viewers
vently tearing through the carefully
who complain about this film's lack of wrapped packages beneath the fami- humor are those who raved for ly decorated evergreen is a tradition
"Casino Royale's" hind edge, and who
that I would seldom be willing to
blew the top oil' the box office for the
part with. Screw peace on earth, I
witless and emotionally stunted Jason
want my presents.
Bourne. The filmmakers have given
With this in mind, what the
the audience what it has told them it increasingly premature start to the
wants.
holiday advertising binge has done is
Additionally, Foster and Craig are
make me overly aware of how vain my
attempting to develop a character,
Christmas yearnings have become.
.lames Bond wasn't born the charmAs it should be clear by now, I have
Illustration by Meghan O'Brien.
ingly inisogynistic killing machine acknowledged that what Dec. 2.r
that we know and love, and though
However, the most common comsates tor his inexperience in the genre
essentially means to me is a
by' adopting the di..ying shaky cam
plaint about the film is as nonspecific Foster had trouble holding up his end
revamped collection of gadgets and
of the bargain, this is an interesting
era and
iis its consequently
last
gift cards, but that's not what I want
convoluted
plot: opportunity to watch a gifted actor to think.
paced
action
"It's just not a Bond create an eventual iihn icon.
I want to believe that I am on some
sequences of the
But if you've been disappointed by
movie, etc," and the
intolerably dull
level a caring and benevolent person,
films,
complaint is not the politics, the seriousness or that that I use this time of year to reflect
Bourne
No, incomprehensible car chase, take some
unfounded.
anil gives the
on those who are less fortunate than
Ouantum" is not a solace in the tact that "Quantum", is
audience reason
me and embrace those around me
Bond film in the tra- - certainly not the hist Bond film and
to doubt even his
who I care about.
ditional sense, but offended viewers that hopefully we will soon see Craig
emotional strengths by attempting to
I want to believe that I am at least
must take into account that the world return with a director whose skills
wring feeling from all the wrong
somewhat focused on the supposed
match the new Bomta-hcart- .
is not the same as it was in Bond's
places.
"real" meaning of the holiday sea
son, but with the constant munila- tion of seasonal commercialism that
,
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Hannah Ackerman
Voice Staff
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crammed
into the
College's own campus venue, the
Underground, hist Silt ucilay night in
order to mt i different student
bands perform and light their way to
(lie t"
Battle of the M;iihIs was organized
in order to help raise money for
VII fs S,it- the Music Foundation,
which is a
organization
that dedicates itself to restoring
instrumental music in public schools
and also raising awareness in the
importance ol music for a child's
education. ..
The Foundation has hecn providing public' schools with instruments
and music aw aicness lor students
since the cal Iv l!i70s.
Six hands performed ilt the event
on Saturday: W'ooster Band, Shining
.as Stars, Amish Dread, Better Dead
'
than Alie, Red Wire and SIDS.
All of the bands were rock bands,
but their personal styles were so different that it made for a very eclectic

Students

:

"The
Wire started

.
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Craig's Bond lacks thrills, charm of older movies

ng

("Crash." "Casino Rovale") seems to
have forgotten that what made the
Connei

v- -i

Tit Bond so

memorable was

his i harm rather th;m merely his athleticism, and director Marc Foster

Xeverland," "Monster's
wh'uh even slightly
resemble .laincs Bond) oven oiiipen- -

("Finding

Ball" and no lihns
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Wooster Chorus performing "Text and Context" concert this evening
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me

starting

Nov.

1,

I

am

locked into a state of
over my proliferating narcissism and
petty desires.
Christina specials start airing
before Charlie Brown and the gang
have even started making their
Thanksgiving feast.
Santa's claymation sleigh is
before the Detroit Lions have
been trounced in the Turkey Day
Classic.
I fully understand that the econo-- j
my is in the tubes, and companies are
doing whatever they can to boost
their expectedly dismal holiday sales,
but please, if the Christinas spirit
truly means anything, keep the hat
oil' of Frosty's head at least until I
get a chance to eat my turkey.
self-loathi-ng

!

i

fully-load-

1

.

ed

:

ever-increasi-

so-call-

--

"Ouantum of Solace"
the end of the James Bond franchise as we know it, nor is it the pinnacle of combined British wit and
clever action that older James Bond
films embodied.
It is, tor all major intents and purDaniel Craig delivers
poses, okay.
another solid pcilorinancc as a Bond
too depressed to be dapper.
Drunk on revenge for the death of
his love Vesper, and on the cocktail
that bears her name, Craig's Bond
does not bear the sheer cool of Sean
Connery's nor the delightful campi- ness of Roger Moore's.
Rather, it is a lavercd performance
t
bottled emotions entombed in sardonic wit and brutal physical
strength. Kudos to Dame Judi Deiich
its always for adding an
dimension ol motherhood to
Bernard Lee's character M, and
attempting to add a little humor to an
otherwise stern fined film, and to
Matlueu Amah ic for being miII'u ientlv
creepy ax bad guv Dominic (ireene
thoiigli judging by the looks of the
guy, it didn't take much).
I'nloi innately, this is where the
kudos end Writer l'aul Haggis
Relax, tolks.

is not

-

1

Dan Casto
Voice Staff
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The Wooster Chorus, led by direptor Gregory.Brown, practices for their "Text and Context" fall concert, which will take place
tonight at the First Presbyterian Church in Wooster at 8:30 p.m. (Photo by Erica Hanschak).
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Patrick Hughes is an Arts
Entertainment editor for the Voice, lie
can be reached for comment at
I'llughesO!)iiooster.e(lu.
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Scots tip off in annual Al Van Wie Tourney
Men's basketball team is favored to win the NCAC for the fifth

year in a

row, but will

consistency in the backcourt.
The schedule xses some significant
challenges, which will start with
.

r

ors

Andrew Vogel
SpOrtS Editor

prises last season
earning con
siderable playing time towards
the end of the season and helping clinch the NCAC regular season title. Were you at all sur
prised by your performance your
self, or were you expecting to
contribute right away?

(bur games in his

)9

near-unanimo-

us

will not only have to replace three huge
contributors lost to graduation in 2008,
but will also be without xint guard

,

the beginning of the

When the starting five trot out for
tonight's owning tijwiff, James, C(xxt
'08 will not lx- - on the court. Coojxr
ended his career as the second player in
school history to score over 2,000
points; witli 2,o;)7 in his four-yeis the only player in
career. Ccxxx-school history to be named NCAC
Player of the Year twice, as well as the
only player in sch(xl history to lx'
ar

r

his

four-ye-

points Hr game and led the team
in scoring the past three years. Despite
good depth in the backcourt, it will
inipssible to replace a corner-- ,
16.7

lx-nearl-

C(xxt,

y

who started
the past 92 games in black and gold col- -

stone player like

has

Bradley

84-in an exhibition game
this year.
The Scots' first test with conference
implications comes on Dec. fi, when
Ohio Wesleyan University comes to the
79

Timken

letic big man continues to show
improvement, it will help ease the loss
of Will on both the offensive and defensive ends of the floor. Wickliffe certainly broke through at the end of last season, and quite possibly could emerge as
the team's top scorer because of his ver-

earlier-than-expect-

ed

(i--

career, Cooper averaged.

ar

I

Ix-rt-

h,

-

pre-scas- on

Women's swim team drowns Case, but men sink
Sara Brown
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scots swimming and
diving teams competed in the Veale
Classic in Cleveland, Ohio this past
weekend. On Saturday, Wooster faced
North Coast Athletic Conference opx-ne- nt
Case Western Reserve University.
The Fighting Scot women emerged
with a 138-(- 4
win while the men came
up short 162-7record, the
With a -1 dual-meScot women began the action on
Saturday with a crucial victory in the
400 medley relay. The team consists of
Meggie Kdwarcls '09, Syd Kelly .'10,
Melissa I laug ' 2 and Molly Bittner '09
and they finished the race with less
than a second over Case's foursome.
Individual winners for the Scots consisted of Sarah Rudawsky '12, Tamari
Farquharson ' and Melissa I laug '12.
finishes in the
They each had first-pla.10. meter
(11:11.37),
1000 freestyle
and
the
(2.1.(iM)
200 individual
freestyle
close lit
remained
medley. The meet
victories
individual
this point, but these
for the Scot women countered victories
for the Spartans in the 200 freestyle
and
diving event.
Wooster tcxk first place victories in
three more events. Alice Case '10 led
the pack to the wall and touched first in
the 200 butterfly (2.20.7.1). Bittner
came in first in the 100 freestyle (.l.l.(io)
and newcomer Priscilla laug was first
in the 200 backstroke (2: Hi. 17). Case
countered by taking the next three
events, but Wooster came back in the
MK) freestyle relay with a time of
3:48.0.1. The foursome consisted of
Bittner, Case, Farquharson and May
Tobar 'o'l
5.

et

1-

1

1

1

ce

one-met- er

1

To put it simply, you were

of the team's biggest sur

IF: I can't say I was surprised by
my performance but I also wasn't
expecting to contribute right away.
I just tried to wosk hard and show
the coaches what I could do and
eventually it paid off.

Were your teammates sur
prised by your contributions off
the bench down the stretch last
season?
AV;

IF: I don't think it really surprised any of my teammates. We
play together almost daily so you
see players progress and improv
through out the season.

In terms of performance
the key to
your unexpected success?
IF: The most important thing!
AV:

on the court, what was

were my teammates. Every day at
practice we keep a high intensity
and really try to make each other
better. Not only that but watching
your teammates, especially the
upperclassmen, you get to see what
it takes to play at this level. But
once again, it's all about us making
each other better as a team on a
basis.

day-to-d- ay

ar

Over

All-Americ- an.

off" Div.

AV:

19-2-

season.

e

which

e,

knocked

t

Brandon Johnson. '09 for the first few
games of the season. While Wooster
remains the class of the NCAC, the
Scots will have their work cut put for

three-tim-

ar

nt

Conference Media Day as the odds-o- n
favorite to win the conference, the team
faces a lot of setbacks this season. They

named a

career, he

Wisconsin-Plattevill-

Gymnasium. The Owls won
the NCAC Tournament last year in the
Timken Gymnasium and subsequently
made it ail the way to the "Sweet tfi" in
the NCAA Tournament. Barring an
return, the team
have to replace this season will be Kvan
will likely be forced to play that game
Will 'oh. While not neat ly as much of a
without Johnson.
satility and athleticism.
The team travels to Hawaii over winscoring threat as Cooper and Fulk, Will
Along w'ith Wickliffe; Rolx-r- Melick
was the force inside the paint tor the
on Dec.
ter break to play Hawaii-Hil- o
Scots. He anchored the team's post play
'lo also plays a big role in the paint. 19, and play in the Mose Hole Kiwanis
Melick lias not been a starter the past Tournament on Dec.
and was the team's leading rehounder
0.
In January,
two years, but has contributed off the' ' the team will start its conference sched'last year.
While this trio was the core of last bench and given the team depth in the ule with an early visit from W'ittenlerg
post. With Johnson out for the beginyear's NCAC-- ' championship team,
University on Jan. 17 in the annual
Wooster has grown accustomed to ning of the season, the Scots will be rivalry game.
forced to break in two new starters in
A daunting schedule combined with
replacing key players and reloading.
the backcourt to start out the season.
Last year, the Scots replaced the 2007
some inexX'rience in the backcourt
With an inexperienced backcourt, the could sH'll trouble for the Scots. The
NCAC Player of the Year Tom Port '07
team will rely on its frontcouit to shouland center Tim Vandcrvaart '07 from
Wooster Fighting Scots, time and time
der the load this weekend and early in again, remain one of the top programs
its Final Four team and coasted to yet
December.
in Div. Ill With Head Coach Steve
another NCAC crown.
Ian Franks .'1 r and Dustin Geitgey
Moore at the helm. Moore is the coach
The team has always been able to
'10 will both see more playing time in
reload, but it still faces significant chalwith the most wins in Wooster's illusthe backcourt, csxrially in the season
trious basketball program. This is why
lenges. Only six major contributors
early goings. Franks came on strong
the team was the slam-dun- k
from last year's team return, and the
favorite to
first-yein
will
late
and
a
season
as
the
will
have
win the NCAC, even though the team
Johnson to start the
team
not
likely see a lot more scoring opportunidoes not have the depth it has had in
season after he suffered a knee injury
ties this season. The .'f Franks is a v erthis summer.
past years to start the season.
satile
player and could see time at 1oth
If the team is able to come up with a
While Johnson is out to start the seaguard positions as well as at the forfifth straight NCAC regular season title
son, the scoring load will fall on forward position.
and NCAA Tournament
it will
ward Marty Bidwell '09 and Bryan
lie an indication of the strength of
Wickliffe '1 1. Bidwell, one of the team's
Geitgey has not seen significant play
Ix st xTimcter defenders, missed part of
ing time in his fu st two years at .Wooster's program. If that happens, it
Wooster, but will get every opportunity
might also Ik- one of Moore's finest
practice this fall with an
to play this year as the team looks for
coaching x.'rfonnances.
elbow injury, but is slated to lx' in the
four-ye-

brought energy and instant scoring
ability off. the bench:' Fulk's 1H. 7 perfield goal shooting percent three-x)icentage is thebest in school history.
The third key player the team will

against Washington and Jefferson
University in the annual Al Van Wie
Tournament. Despite a
pick on Nortli Coast Athetlic

8 p.m.

University

big-tim-

will miss the beginning of the season
with an ankle injury.
While Frank 's acknowledges that he
and the team face significant chal
lenges, there is no reason the team can't
Jefend its regular season KCAC cham

at

already

Wickliffe emerged as an impact first-ye- ar
e
and stepped up as a
xst
player, averaging over 10 points and five
relxmncls per game last year. If the ath-

good outside shooting.
Tlie expectations will be even higher
for Franks this year as he fills in point
guard for Brandon Johnson '09, who

one

7

starting lineup tonight.

r.

,

2(K)S-2(X-

esxi ially at

w-oste-

Franks came on strong as a first- year towards the end of last season,
and provided depth as a swingman,
roviding inside rebounding and a

tonight, they will play tomorrow noight

will travel to Hanover, Ind. to play in
the Collier Tournament on Nov. 29. In
that tournament, the Scots will play No.

'n at'('itlon t0 t'oojx-r- the team will
also have to replace sharp shooter
Devin Fulk 'OH. While Fulk started just

Tonight, the Wooster men's basketball team will kick off the
season in the Timken Gymnasium

them,

of'

Sports Editor Andrew Vogel recent
ly discussed the upcoming basketball
season with Ian Franks '11.

pionship.

From there, the schedule doesn't get
much easier. Next weekend, the Scots

Bryan Wickliffe '11 and the men's' basketball team open their season tonight against
Washington and Jefferson in the Timken Gymnasium (Photo courtesy OPI).

7

Scots' No. 2 I ranking.
'
The Jackets already have one impressive win to their resume, a
win
2
over George Mason University, 2006
Div. I Final Four team, in exhibition
play earlier this season. Should Wooster
and Randolph-Maco- n
both advance
73-7-

I

1

(HiJIBiliSSimi)

be challenged by key graduation departures and tough schedule

tonight's tournament. To kick off the
Al Van Wie Tournament, Messiah
College will take on Randolph-Maco- n
College at 6 p.m. At S p.m., the Scots
will open their
season against
Washington and Jefferson College.
While the Scots will Ik.' favored against
the Presidents, Saturday's tournament
championship could be tough if
Randolph-Macon
advances.. The Yellow
Jackets are currently ranked No. 15 in
the Div. Ill preseason poll, ahead of the

2

The Scot men fell behind to Case in
the first five events, but Luke Hnezevic
'09, a diver for Wooster, w as victorious
with a score of
in the
423.70. He was also the only diver that
took an event for the Scots while
the rest of the events as the Scots
slipped to a .'i record so far this season. Wooster took two of the next
three events, drawing
one-met- er

Case-too-

2--

k

meter diving competition as well with
212.3.1 tallies. The Scots also placed
first with six different swimmers in
eight different events. Ryan Radtke '10
took first in the Kilo freestyle
(1H:2H. 17), LaBerge in the 200 freestyle
(1:.10.9) and the .100 freestyle
(,l:OH.s), Babbitt in the .10 freestyle
(22.20) and the

KM)

butterfly (.IK 10),

Adel

'11 in the 400 individBrett Dawson '11

Kl-Ada- wy

ual medley (4:33..19),
in the 100
Hartley-Shepher-

backstroke

d

(.19. 1 8) and

'12 in the

1(X)

Tyler
meter

breaststroke (1:04..1.1).
The Fighting Scots will lx.' back to
regular season action when they host
Westminster College at p.m. tomorrow in the Timken Natatoriuin.
1

them closer to Case. F.ric
Babbitt '10 touched the
wall firsHn the 20O

but-

Buv 2 packages of
FRESH-MAD- E

vAi

--

--

1

:-

.i l

took the Ki.10 freestyle
(19:1 1.91), Bittner with

M

f

.10

5S JjMM f

meter freest)!
mc

.cilia llaug in
(2.1.(il), Prise
KM)
individual tiled
the
--

Melissa
(4:12.21),
I laug in the 1(H) butterfly (1:01.22), F.dwards in

ley

the 100 freestyle (.Ki.Ol)
and Tobar in 4be 1(H)
backstroke (1:03.3

1).

For the men's team,
Kneevic took first again
with
in the
one-met- er

tallies and also
took first in the three--

2.1.1.00

f

'

V

, i

I

'

'1
v

1
.

(2:02.29), Fa

the

IF: It is great playing here., It's
fun to play for a team that knows
.

AV:

Scots swim .team placed
first in an individual
event. Kristine Mann '09

2(H)

While there are only six
main contributors from last year
that return, the team is still
favored to win the conference for
a fifth year in a row by a long
shot. Tell me about what it's like
to play at a program where the
bar is set so high.
AV:

(2;o.io).

The following clay the
Fighting Scots took on
John Carroll University
in the Championship of
the Veale Classic. Seven
different women on the

the

are more expectations for me
this season. I'm just going to try
and fill in for Brandon at the point
until he gets back and then contribute in any way necessary to
help the team win.

what it takes to win, coaches that
know what it takes to w in and has
the talent to do so too. Also fhav- ng a community that supports
you as much as Wooster makes it
that much better.

and
terfly (2:oo.;i9)
'Logan LaBerge '10 was
victorious in the 200
backstroke

AV: After a breakout first year,
are there higher expectations for
you as one of just six main contributors from last season?
IF: I definitely think that there

I

1

SUM
MH8'

and get the 3rd package

wjth your Advantage Card

1

' )iwl

rrukl vchl It rn

As you see some time at

the point during Brandon's
absence, what transitions will
you make? What challenges will
you face?
IF: Well, I'm not sure if there are
any difficult transitions; however,
the biggest challenge is to push the
ball and keep the tempo of the
game that we want, the tempo that
a guy like Brandon brings to the
table.
AV: Two-tiNCAC Player of
the Year James Cooper graduat
ed last year. How will the team
replace one of the greatest play
ers in school history?
IF: We aren't going to have
m

dynamic scorer like Coop this year.
po the most important thing is that
we play as a team and play togeth
er. Wre lost some good players last
year but we still believe we can be
very good team this season.

8
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Scots beat Witt for just third time in last 50 ve ars
ground. Due to a missed extra point, ' legiate game. Sheppard is one of only
10 players in school history to rush for
the score would sit at 27-- 6 until the end.
In addition to Holter's three running over 3,000 yards in a career.
The win over Wittenberg erased
touchdowns the Scots ended the day
memories of a 58-- 7 blowout last season
with a number of noteworthy performin Springfield, Ohio. The Tigers' loss
ances. The four interceptions they
nabbed on the day brought their season leav es them at 4--3 in conference play, in
tie for third place along with
total to 20 on the year, which sets a new a four-wschool record. Wooster had a total of Denison College, Earlham College and
Allegheny College. Despite soggy field
267 yards of offense. Dustin Sheppard
'09, who has enjoyed a successful but at conditions, it was the Scots' biggest win
career, finished of the season and at the end of the
times injury-plaguwith 1 19 rushing yards in his final col- - game the players seemed arguably more

Football
continued from page

1

Wittenberg's next possession only
brought them to the middle of the field,
and their punt was returned 71 yards by
Taylor Trout '12, placing the Scots at
the 1
line.
The next play Holter made it
through the middle for a second touchdown, giving the Scots a 14- -0 lead.
be
would
The
score
next
Wittenberg's first and only touchdown,
which only came only after a tipped
interception with Wooster's Jordan
Ross '09 picking off a pass. Wittenberg
later returned the favor and took the
ball all the way to the end zone. They
missed the extra point, making it 14-- 6.
With the first half nearing conclusion, Wooster did not let up, converting
situations to put
on two
them within range of another touchtouchdown. Holter threw a
down pass to Mike Francescangeli '10
with less than 30 seconds left in the half,
lead
giving the Scots a comfortable 2
third
into
the
quarter.
going
The second half was an extended
battle for yardage, with the challenging
weather and muddy field creating poor
conditions for both teams. Despite the
weather being less than optimal for
either team, Wooster's defense ensured
that the game was theirs, winning the
battle against a Wittenberg team that
had previously given the Scots fits.
The final touchdown of the game had
to wait until halfway tjirough the fourth
drive conquarter, when a nine-plcluded with Holter's third rushing
touchdown. All nine plays came on the
1--

ay

yard

third-and-lo-

excited than they had been all year.
The key win builds momentum for,
next year. The team returns its starting
quarterback, two running backs, two
wideouts and most of the offensive line.
The team will also return nearly all of
defense
that bailed out them at points
a
this season. With a wealth of returning
talent, the Scots' best chance to defeat
Wabash College and win the NCAC
may come next season. For now,
though, they'll take their third win over
Wittenberg in more than 50 years.

,

ed

standings.

Last Week
Patrick t- -i
Sara 17-- 8
Andrew 17-- 8
1
Johann
Patrick 171-8- 1
Sara 155-9- 7
Andrew 153-9- 9
Johann 146-10- 6

J

'if f

!

.

NCAA Gaines

(J, S, P)

Thursday, Nov. 80
iS Miami at Ga. Tech

(A)

Saturday, Nov. 29
Midi, at 10 OSU (All)
N.C State at !2S UNC (All)
(J, A, S) West Va at Louisville (P)
15 Mich. St. at
8 Penn St. (All)
(J, P) Boston Coll. at Wake (A, S)

-6

(A,S,P)HBYUatUtali(J)
(All) i 1 Oregon St. at Arizona
(A, S)20 Pitt at 19 Cinci. (J, P)
(J, S, P) 2 TTU at 5 Okla. (A)

NFL Games
Thursday, Nov. CO
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh (All)
Sunday, Nov. S
Houston at Cleveland (All)
San Fran, at Dallas (All)
A11) Tampa Bay at Detroit
(P) N Y. Jets at Tennessee (A, J, S)
,

.

ay

(A,J,P)ButraloatK.C.

Wide receiver Mike Francescangelli '10 and running back Dajuan Bush '12 were major contributors this year and will be counted on even more next season (Photo by Dylan Takores).

Women's team confident
both on and off the court," said
Wilson, who added that it takes a
level of maturity for an athletic team
Forward Becca Hartsock '10 uses to get along so well.
the word "strong? to describe the
Other strong players to look for
women's basketball team, as the team are point guard Colleen Goodwillie
anticipates a promising year. With '10 and guard Taylor Keegan "11.
few upperclassmen, the Scots will
Goodwillie brings a lot of enthusihave to work with one another on and
asm to the team. Goodwillie spent
off the court to ensure a successful the summer working on her speed, as
basketball season.
well as spending a great deal of time
"I think this upcoming season looks
shots.
sharpening her three-poithe team is very strong. I
"Goodwillie has worked really
positive
am really excited for it," said
hard in the off season and her
skills have improved
Hartsock, who is one of the three
team captains this year.
tremendously." Wilson said.
Harstock is joined with guard
Keegan will return to the College
Meredith Wilson '09 and center from her study abroad trip in India
Kaitlin Krister '10 to lead the team in this December. Keegan was the
fourth-leadin- g
scorer (6.7 points) last
climbing up the North Coast Athletic
Conference rankings.
season and quite possibly c"6uld incji
is
a player to keep your
Harstock
up in the rankings early this season.
So how does this year's team differ
eye on this season and, with this
being her second season as a team from years past? The answer is simcaptian, she is more than determined
ple
every single athlete is headed
to lead the team and play well.' in the right direction. For the first
"Harstock gets a lot of rebounds,"
time in a while, the team is really
said Wilson of her fellow teammate.
working together.
Wilson is also a key player to fol"Everyone is on board with what
low. The only senior on the team and
which is differwe are trying to do
an honorable mention on the
ent from years' past. Everyone
Team last year, the 9 athlete
believes in what we are doing and
w
is known for her
percentthat's different than last years attitude," said Wilson.
age (.809) as well as her ability to tear
.
,
Although it appears that the team
up the basketball court.
"Most of the upperclassmen will could suffer from a lack of upper- have a key role on the court and we , classmen leadership, this is not the
l
If .
will have to rely on each other a lot," case. uml
1 lie tresiimen nave uenniteiy
said Harstock.
stepped up," Wilson said. "They are
coachable, excellent listeners and you
Hartsock also noted the imporKrister
this
tance of teammate
year.
can't ask more from a teammate than
will
a
have
big to be just that," added Wilson.
"Krister
obviously
drivShe
is
the
Guards Sarah Abboud '12, Keshia
impact on the team.
ing force behind the offense. Most of Butler '12, Samantha Justice '12,
it rotates around her position," said Chelsea Raines '12 and Melissa
Hartsock.
Stover '12 will join Deanna Pickett
Another notable player to watch is '10, a player returning after taking
forward Kym Wenz '10, who is last season off.
So what1 game is the team looking
returning from a shortened sophomore campaign after Wenz went forward to most? Both Harstock and
down last season.
"Wenz has Wilson agreed that the games against
rival Wittenberg University are most
'always been a leader on the scoreboard," said Wilson. Wenz has been anticipated.
described as being one of the best
The Scots host Wittenberg on Jan.
two 31 and will play them again in
forwards in the conference
Springfield, Ohio on Valentine's Day
years ago she was the 2006-200- 7
NCAC Newcomer of the Year. Above
next February.
all, Wenz is a team player, and
The season officially opens with
js
the
key
that
Nan Nichols Tournament, where
the
Wilson
according to
to success.
Wooster will host
is
always together University at 3 p.m. tomorrow.
"Our team

Missie Bender
Editor in Chief

ball-handli-

WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER
Second Team)
Defender Jay Keener '10
Honorable

(All-NCA-

C

(All-NCA-

C

Mention)

(All-NCA-

C

First Team)
Midfielder Chantal
KoecMi '10

Are You a Sports

C

Fanatic?

First Team and First
Team Academic

Honorable

C

McCalJ '09

(All-NCA-

Forward Jay Keener '10
(All-NCA-

Monday, Nov. 4
(All) Green Bay at New Orleans

Defender Kristin

Goalie Taylor Takacs '11

All-Americ-

Forward Liz Mott '11
Second Team)
Forward Kate Kiley '09

(All-NCA-

VOLLEYBALL

(All-NCA-

Libero Ali Drushal '09

Mention)
Defender Ke I sey

Libero of the Year

(NCAC

and

All-NCA-

Second

C

Peters '09

Team).
Middle Hitter KateLynn
RUcy '10

(All-NCA-

C

Honorable

C

(All-NCA-

Voice

Team)'
Outside Hitter Megan

Earie '09 (All NCAC
First Team)
Setter Lizzi Beal "12
(NCAC Newcomer of the
Year and

All-NCA- C

Honorable Mention)
Head Coach Sarah Davis
(NCAC Coach of the Year)

FOOTBALL
Cornerback Bryan
Albani '10 (Academic
All-Distri-

Second

ct

Team)
Defensive End Luke
Drake '11 (Academic All
District Second Team)

5--

CONGRATULATIONS, SCOTS!

free-thro-

"

Productive to Do?
Just Love Sports?
Then consider writing for the
sports section this year.

C

Honorable Mention)

First

C

you Have Extra
Free Time?
Need Something

Do

an)

Mention)

ng

AC

(A, S, P) Chicago at St. Louis (J)
(All) New England at Miami
(J, P) Minn, at Jacksonville (A, S)
(J) Philly at Baltimore (A, S, P)
Oakland at Denver (All)
(J, S, P) Carolina at Atlanta (A)
(All) N.Y. Giants at Arizona
(A, S, P) Washington at Seattle (J)

CONGRATULATIONS ON WOOSTER'S
2008 ATHLETIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

nt

All-NC-

'

Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
Johann, All Everyone

P

rd

1-

,

Season Standings
'

ng

16-ya-

Don't have a clue who 'i going to win
the big giine? Every week, sporti nuti
Sara Brown, Patrick Hughes, Andrew
Vogel and Johann Weber will pick the
Week's biggest football games, both college and pro. Some will be on the mark,
others probably not so much. We'll track
their progress every week with season

Cover all kinds of different
sports, from football to
lacrosse to basketball to
If

ultimate Frisbee.
you're interested, contact
Andrew Vogel

at avogel10wooster.edu
or Sara Brown
at slbrown09wooster.edu.
The Voice would love to hear
from any interested writers.

07il:C 11111513316

1

1

12
that are selected to
Academic

All-Ameri- ca

First Team

y-

.

Pitt-Bradfo- rd

for women's soccer.
Chantal Koechli '10,
a biochemistry and
biology
molecular
major, was one of
those 12.

Football
Tup 25 Polli
1. ) Mount Union (10-0- )
2. ) North Central (111.)
3. ) Millsaps (10-0- )
(9-4. )
5. ) Mary Hardin-Baylo- r
6. ) Willamette (10-0- )
)
7. ) Wesley

00
W

O ftru

X E:

oo
--

J

f
n

er

)Hardin-Simmons(9--

(10-0-

)

4.)

1)

(9-1-

)

'

l)

9 ) UWStevens Point (9-10. ) Otterbein
)
11. ) Case Western Reserve (10-0- )
)
12. ) Ithaca
)
13. ) Occidental
14. ) Muhlenberg (9-)
15. ) Wabash
)
16. ) Cortland State
17. ) Salisbury
)
)
18. ) Franklin
19. ) Washington and Jefferson (9-20. ) Trine (10-0- )
)
21. ) Christopher Newport
22. ) Monmouth (10-0- )
,
23. )Hobart(8-l- )
)
24. ) St. John's
)
25. ) Wheaton (111.)
(9-1-

o'

5-- 5)

4-- 6)

3--

5,

7)

2--

5,

2--

5,

7,

8)

8)

1--

9)

.

.
Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC. AU standings as of Nov. 19,

n

1)

(9-1-

(9-1-

(8-2-

6-- 4)

3,

3,

r

.

4)

3,

ns

ovrall)

4)

(9-0-

(8-2-

(24-5-

er

'
9-- 1

8-- 2)

1,

3,

1

(9-1-

(8-1-

0

)
.
5.) St. Thomas (23-5- )
Point (23-7- )
6.)
7.) UW-- Platteville (19-7- )
8.) Buena Vista (23-7- )
9.) Brandeis (23-6- )
(26-4- )
10.) Mary Hardin-Baylo- r
1
.) Gettysburg (24-5- )
12.) Ursinus (29-13.) Centre (26-3- )
(20-6- )
14.) Randolph-Maco13.) Amherst (27-4- )
16.) Rhode Island College (23-7- )
I7.)Elmhurst(18-8- )
18.) Illinois Wesleyan (16-119.) Lawrence (22-3- )
,
20.) Hope (28-UW-Whitewat-

UW-Steve-

,

(8-2-

2.

Football
NCAC
1.) Wabash (7-NCAC,
2.) Wooster (6-6-3.) Deniion (4-3.) Wittenberg (4-3.) Allegheny (4-3.) Earlharn (4-7.) Hiram (2-7.) Oberlin (2-7.) Hiram (2-10.) Kenyon (0--

1.) Washington U. (25-6- )
2.) Augustana (23-6- )
3.) Wheaton (111.) (22-8- )

'

2008

Top 25 football poll according to d3football.com
Top 25 basketball poll according to d3hoops.com

1)

(9-1-

n

Rushing yards for
quarterback Austin
Holter '10. Holter led
the team in both rushing and passing
Holter totaled 755
yards and nine touchdowns on the ground
and 1,957 yards along
with 13 touchdowns
through the air.

Basketball

1)

n

Times Ali Drushal
'09 has been named
NCAC Libero of the
Year. Drushal collected the award for
the third straight
time this past season.
Drushal also has a
family history at The
College of Wooster.

Preseason Top 25 Oast year's record)

(8-1-

8

5

755

NCAC Standings

UW-Whitewat-

?

The women's basketball team's record in
games played last
year without leading
scorer Kym Wenz
.'10. Wenz, the 2006-0- 7
NCAC Newcomer
of the Year, is expected to be back at full
strength this year.

Flayers in the country
in the college division

the

3

2-- 10

1)

'

4)

21.) Wooster
22.)
23.)
24.)
25.)

(23-- 5)

Chicago (18-8- )
Widencr (23-6- )
Virginia Wesleyan
Elms (23-7- )
.

'
(23-7-

)

'

